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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

File ID No. 2007090 

 

 

On February 28, 2007, the Office of the Inspector General (“OIG”) opened a wide-

ranging investigation into allegations of mismanagement, waste, fraud and abuse at the 

Ohio Department of Transportation (“ODOT”) under former Director Gordon Proctor. 

Proctor resigned in January 2007, after nearly eight years at the helm of ODOT, 

following a change in administration with the election of Governor Ted Strickland. 

 

Our investigation found that Proctor ignored the recommendations of two selection 

committees in 2000 and elevated his former carpool partner, Shobna Varma, from a low-

level systems analyst to Director of Information Technology for one of the state’s largest 

agencies. While it was not beyond his discretion to do so, Proctor’s promotion of Varma, 

his nurturing of her professional development and his protective attitude toward her in 

her many disputes with colleagues during the following six years made her a lightning 

rod for criticism at ODOT until the day she was fired by the new administration. 

 

Proctor’s attention to Varma and ODOT’s IT division colored his relationships with 

virtually every senior manager at ODOT. He frequently told subordinates that Varma was 

“the smartest person at ODOT,” an observation many employees attributed to the “blind 

spot” of an otherwise brilliant administrator. That blind spot, we found, resulted in a 

pattern of questionable judgments by Proctor. They include his decision to disregard the 

two selection committee recommendations, his decision to override an analysis done by 

his Human Resources division in the setting of Varma’s salary, and his decision to 

designate Varma as a classified employee even after his chief legal counsel provided a 

legal analysis showing that the position was unclassified. 

 

Consistent with this history of inordinate attentiveness to Varma, Proctor in April 2007 

attended a status conference at the State Personnel Board of Review on her behalf after 
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Varma appealed her January 10, 2007, dismissal by ODOT. That decision appears to 

violate Ohio’s “Revolving Door” statute, which forbids a public employee, within 12 

months of leaving office, from representing any person, before any public agency, in a 

matter in which he personally participated while in office. Consequently, we are referring 

this matter to the Columbus City Prosecutor’s Office and the Ohio Ethics Commission. 

 

Proctor also made other misjudgments involving Varma. They include his decision in 

2006 to authorize the recall of an Employee Satisfaction Survey, which he commissioned 

for $49,800 from a New York consulting firm, based on a false premise. ODOT Human 

Resources officials said Proctor ordered the recall because the report contained numerous 

critical comments about himself, Varma and ODOT’s IT division. Feeling pressured to 

recover the reports promptly, another ODOT official sent an email to recipients stating 

that the report contained a significant data error. The copies were then placed under lock 

and key and the report was only re-released after the controversy had died down. Lacking 

Proctor’s support, the initiative for institutional change then died. 

 

In the course of this investigation, we also learned that Cambridge Systematics Inc., a 

transportation consulting firm in Massachusetts, paid Varma more than $20,000 during 

the summer of 2007, and that she may have done consulting for the firm while she was 

collecting $355 a week in state unemployment compensation benefits. We have referred 

this matter to the Ohio Department of Job & Family Services’ unemployment 

compensation fraud unit for further investigation. 

 

Additionally, Varma reported in the post-employment disclosure statement she filed with 

the Joint Legislative Ethics Committee (“JLEC”) that she would not receive income from 

any entity that was awarded state contracts totaling $100,000 or more within the two 

years preceding her employment at ODOT. In fact, she signed a consulting contract in 

March 2007 with Cambridge, a firm that did nearly $350,000 in business with ODOT in 

2005 and 2006. As a consequence, we are referring this matter to JLEC and the Ohio 

Ethics Commission. 
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We also examined a decision by Proctor and Howard Wood, currently ODOT’s acting 

deputy director of planning, to allow Proctor to speak on ODOT’s behalf at a 

transportation conference in Washington, D.C., in January 2007. At the time, Proctor was 

no longer director of ODOT and Wood had been approved by his superiors to give the 

speech, which cost the agency $1,118 in travel expenses. Although we did not find that 

Proctor’s and Wood’s actions rose to the level of wrongdoing, we question Wood’s 

decision not to first seek the approval of the new administration before making the trip. 

We also question whether Wood should have traveled to the conference at all, 

considering that he knew beforehand that he would not be speaking. 

 

Due to the fact that the allegations addressed in this report pertain primarily to the actions 

of two administrators who no longer work for ODOT, we are making no 

recommendations. 
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I. BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION 

 

On February 28, 2007, the Office of the Inspector General (“OIG”) initiated an 

investigation into allegations of favoritism and mismanagement involving Gordon 

Proctor, former director of the Ohio Department of Transportation (“ODOT”). The 

allegations pertained primarily to Proctor’s promotion of, and relationship with, Shobna 

Varma, ODOT’s former Deputy Director of Information Technology. We also 

investigated five other substantive matters pertaining to Proctor and/or Varma, as well as 

several other minor issues. 

 

II. ACTION TAKEN IN FURTHERANCE OF INVESTIGATION 

 

We reviewed ODOT project files, email correspondence, phone records, payroll records, 

job applications and other Human Resources documents; State Personnel Board of 

Review filings; Ohio Civil Rights Commission documents; Ohio Ethics Commission 

financial disclosure statements and requests for opinion; and bank records obtained via 

subpoena. We also interviewed dozens of current and former ODOT employees, 

including both Proctor and Varma, and consulted with Ohio Ethics Commission and 

Department of Job & Family Services staff. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 

 

Proctor served as Ohio’s director of transportation from May 19, 1999, until January 8, 

2007, when he resigned following the election of Governor Ted Strickland. He is 

currently the chief executive officer of Gordon Proctor & Associates Inc., a transportation 

consulting firm that he runs out of his Dublin home. 

 

Varma was employed by ODOT from August 31, 1992, until January 10, 2007, when she 

was fired by then-Acting Director Keith Swearingen. Varma appealed her dismissal to 

the State Personnel Board of Review (“SPBR”) on January 18, 2007. On September 7, 

2007, the SPBR dismissed her appeal for lack of jurisdiction. Varma is the president and 
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CEO of Ra-Lux Corporation, a transportation consulting firm that she runs out of her 

Lewis Center home. 

 

On July 11, 2000, Proctor overrode the recommendations of two selection committees 

and promoted Varma from a bargaining-unit systems analyst to Data Systems 

Administrator, a senior management position equivalent to a Deputy Director 6 – a jump 

of four pay grades. At the time, Proctor and Varma were friends and had carpooled to 

work together prior to Proctor’s promotion from chief of staff to director. 

 

Interviews with numerous current and former ODOT employees substantiate that in the 

years following her promotion, Varma became Proctor’s closest confidant at ODOT and 

functionally served as the agency’s No. 2 official. Senior administrators who criticized 

her did so at their peril. Several who did – including two of Proctor’s assistant directors, 

his chief fiscal officer and his director of human resources – left the agency or fell into 

disfavor with Proctor after criticizing Varma. 

 

Following ODOT’s dismissal of Varma, Proctor phoned and emailed several ODOT 

administrators and a member of Governor Strickland’s transition team to chastise them 

for allegedly conspiring to have Varma removed. On April 25, 2007, Proctor attended an 

SPBR status conference to speak on Varma’s behalf after she appealed her dismissal. 

Proctor subsequently assisted Varma in the drafting of an eight-page “jurisdiction brief” 

that she filed with the SPBR.  

 

Varma is currently working as a subcontractor to Proctor on a $300,000, 18-month 

consulting contract that Proctor signed with the Transportation Research Board. 

Cambridge Systematics is also working as a subcontractor to Proctor on the project. 

Cambridge was under contract with ODOT during Proctor’s administration and did more 

than $750,000 in business with ODOT between 2001 and 2006.  
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Allegation 1:  ODOT’s use of a selection committee to fill the position of Deputy 

Director of the Division of Information Technology was a waste of time, effort and 

resources. 

 

ODOT records show that Varma applied for the position of director of the Division of 

Information Technology (“DoIT”) on March 17, 2000. Following the retirement of DoIT 

chief Dave Fuhrman, ten others also applied for the post and a four-member selection 

committee,1 headed by then-Assistant Director Tom McPherson, was appointed to vet the 

candidates. Proctor contends that the committee was formed with his knowledge but 

without his input. 

 

Two committee members said they expressed concerns to McPherson early on that the 

committee was a charade because Proctor intended to hire Varma, but they said 

McPherson assured them that Proctor sought the best available applicant. Subsequently, 

committee members conducted interviews with the eleven candidates in April 2000. They 

then recommended three finalists – Joe Rutherford, Anna Kraner and Ed Ickert. 

 

One of the committee members – Carla Cefaratti, ODOT Deputy Director of Local 

Programs – kept scoring sheets of the interviews, ranking Rutherford, Kraner, Ickert and 

another candidate above Varma (Exhibit A). Cefaratti told us that Varma performed 

“very poorly” in the interview, saying she “lacked a vision for the agency” and took 

credit for the work of others. Cefaratti gave Varma low marks for leadership, 

management experience, communication skills and vision, and had Varma tied for fifth 

with two other applicants. Scoring sheets from the other committee members were not 

maintained in Varma’s personnel file.  

 

Cefaratti also filled out a second scoring sheet (Exhibit B), which elevated Varma’s score 

slightly while leaving the other candidates’ scores intact. Cefaratti said she raised 

                                                 
1 Members of the committee were Fuhrman; Carla Cefaratti, currently ODOT Deputy Director of Local 
Programs; Bob Blair, then-Deputy Director of Human Resources; and Mike Cope, then-Chief Fiscal 
Officer.  
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Varma’s score because she knew that Proctor would be reviewing her scores and didn’t 

want him to know that she had such a low opinion of Varma. As a result, she said, she 

improved Varma’s score in the “vision” category. Nevertheless, Cefaratti said her and the 

other committee members’ finalists remained Rutherford, Kraner and Ickert, with 

Rutherford, who then headed IT operations in ODOT’s District 2 office in Bowling 

Green, as the consensus top pick. 

 

McPherson said Proctor was upset by the committee’s exclusion of Varma and ordered 

that she be included in the final cut. The four finalists were then vetted by a second 

committee consisting of McPherson and fellow assistant directors Cash Misel and Mary 

Ellen Kimberlin. Once again, the recommendation was to hire Rutherford. Once again, 

Proctor disagreed. This time, Proctor made the decision himself, appointing Varma as 

Deputy Director of DoIT on July 2, 2000. 

 

Clearly, it is within the purview of the director of ODOT to select his own IT chief, and 

we do not question his authority to do so. However, we do note that the promotion of a 

bargaining unit employee to agency deputy director is highly unusual. In an interview 

with OIG,2 Proctor said Varma was “clearly the most qualified person,” and he blamed 

McPherson for the ensuing controversy over her hire, contending that McPherson was 

biased against Varma and had “packed” the committee with his adherents. “If I made a 

mistake, it was promoting Tom,” Proctor told us. Proctor also said he believed that the 

other assistant directors had capitulated to McPherson because they knew that McPherson 

“detested” Varma. 

 

McPherson countered that by overruling the recommendations of both committees, 

Proctor “made a mockery of our process.” Two members of the first selection committee 

                                                 
2 Prior to his interview with OIG on December 18, 2007, Proctor and his attorney, Christopher Jones, 
questioned the objectivity of the investigator assigned to this case. In an effort to accommodate their 
concerns, with which we disagree, the deputy inspector general who supervises all ODOT investigations 
was assigned to interview Proctor in the presence of his attorney. This report, and the extensive 
documentation on which it relies, was then peer-reviewed and edited by several senior deputies, the OIG 
chief legal counsel and the state inspector general himself prior to its release. 
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told us they agreed with that assessment and said their work had been an exercise in 

futility because, as they suspected, Proctor had always intended to hire Varma. 

 

In summary, Proctor had the discretion to hire Varma outright without any input from a 

selection committee. He even had the discretion to disregard both committees’ 

recommendations. However, since a selection committee process was used, there is an 

expectation of integrity in that process. Regardless of whether we believe Proctor or 

McPherson and his allies, the selection process was an exercise in futility. The use of a 

committee thus was unquestionably a waste of time, effort and resources. 

 

Accordingly, we find reasonable cause to believe a wrongful act occurred in this instance. 

 

 

Allegation 2:  Former Director Gordon Proctor displayed favoritism toward Shobna 

Varma by misclassifying her and inflating her salary. 

 

At the time of her hire, Varma was a Systems Analyst 1, a bargaining unit employee 

making $29.75 an hour. Her promotion jumped her four pay grades, initially increasing 

her salary to $33.26 an hour (Exhibit C). Less than a month later, Proctor signed a 

“corrective” Personnel Action form that increased her salary to $41.28 an hour by 

elevating her from pay range 18, step 1, to pay range 18, step 5 (Exhibit D) – a 39 percent 

increase in pay. 

 

For background purposes, each step increase represents a 3 to 4 percent pay raise. State 

law permits so-called “advance-step” increases3 only in cases where the employee has 

“exceptional” qualifications or where there is a labor market shortage in the classification 

being filled. In Varma’s case, ODOT records show that a review of her qualifications by 

ODOT’s Human Resources Division determined that she could qualify for an advance-

                                                 
3 Section 124.15(E) of the Ohio Revised Code states that employees “with qualifications that are beyond 
the minimum normally required for the position and that are determined by the director to be exceptional 
may be employed in, or may be transferred or promoted to, a position at an advanced step of the range.” 
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step increase to step 3 – not step 5 – but that she would first have to fill out a Civil 

Service application and submit a résumé. 

 

During our interview with him, Proctor bristled at questions about Varma’s advance-step 

increases. He said he recalled that Bob Blair, then-ODOT Deputy Director for Human 

Resources, “came shuffling” into his office to ask him what Varma should be paid. “I 

recall being quite short with him . . . and said, ‘Why are you asking me?’ and said, ‘Put 

her in whatever classification and whatever rate of pay that you advertised.’ ” Proctor and 

his attorney disavowed Proctor’s responsibility for Varma’s advance-step increase, 

saying that someone else signed the Personnel Action on Proctor’s behalf and that he 

should not be held accountable for every appointment or pay raise that bore his signature. 

 

Blair and McPherson remember the discussion about Varma’s advance-step increase 

differently. Blair said that either Proctor or McPherson ordered him to advance-step 

Varma so that she would be paid what ODOT had paid her predecessor. McPherson said 

the order must have come from Proctor because he had opposed Varma’s promotion from 

the start and had no involvement in setting her salary. (We note that Fuhrman, a 35-year 

ODOT employee, was making $43.59 an hour when he retired. Varma, who had worked 

for ODOT for less than eight years, was hired as Fuhrman’s replacement at $42.61 an 

hour, including longevity pay.) 

 

Consistent with Varma’s fast-tracked promotional path, her career as the head of DoIT 

also was marked by irregularities. Unlike Fuhrman, who was unclassified and served at 

the pleasure of the director, Varma was designated by Proctor shortly after her promotion 

as a classified member of the Career Professional Service. Proctor also made Varma a 

direct-report to him after McPherson informed the director that he could no longer 

supervise Varma because she refused to take direction. Varma claimed that she got along 

fine with McPherson and only began reporting to Proctor because McPherson left ODOT 

shortly after she was promoted. We note that McPherson did not retire until May 2003, 

nearly three years after Varma’s promotion. 
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In August 2002, ODOT’s then-Director of Human Resources, Anne Fornshell, sent a 

memorandum (Exhibit E) to Proctor that contained a litany of errors and mistakes that 

ODOT had made in relation to Varma’s promotion. Fornshell noted that Varma was 

designated as a classified employee even though her predecessor, Fuhrman, was not; said 

Varma had not taken a drug test, passed a background check or filed financial disclosure 

statements with the Ohio Ethics Commission; and noted that Varma’s hire had not been 

approved by the governor’s office, as was required of employees earning $19 an hour or 

more. 

 

Fornshell’s memo generated an immediate response from Proctor (Exhibit F), who said 

he didn’t understand why no drug test or background check had been done; said he 

believed Varma’s hire had been cleared by the governor’s office; and said that Varma 

should be placed in the same classification as Fuhrman. Despite that last edict, and 

despite a legal analysis by his chief legal counsel (Exhibit G) that Varma was, by law, an 

unclassified employee, Proctor did not change her employment status while he was 

director. 

 

Because Proctor ultimately had the discretion to disregard recommendations made by his 

Human Resources officials and his chief legal counsel, these actions do not rise to the 

level of wrongdoing. However, they do illustrate a clear pattern of protective conduct in 

Proctor’s relationship with Varma.    

 

Accordingly, we do not find reasonable cause to believe a wrongful act or omission 

occurred in this instance. 

 

 

Allegation 3:  ODOT officials distributed false information to justify the recall of an 

Employee Satisfaction Survey. 

 

In 2005, Proctor hired The Leadership Factor, a consulting firm in Rochester, New York, 

to conduct an agency-wide Employee Satisfaction Survey (“ESS”). ODOT’s District 12 
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office in Garfield Heights earlier that year had won a prestigious Malcolm Baldrige 

award for organizational excellence from the Ohio Partnership for Excellence after hiring 

The Leadership Factor, and Proctor hoped to replicate District 12’s success. 

 

Supported by the Ohio Civil Service Employees Association, whose leadership helped to 

generate a 92 percent response rate, the ESS was a major undertaking by ODOT’s 

Human Resources division and cost the agency $49,800. However, when the report was 

published on March 15, 2006, the results were critical of ODOT and revealed serious 

morale problems. When compared with The Leadership Factor’s other public and private 

sector clients worldwide, ODOT’s “satisfaction index” scored “slightly below average,” 

the report concluded. 

 

The ESS also included a lengthy comments section – a standard component of such 

reports, according to Leadership Factor President Bill Self – in which ODOT employees 

were allowed to comment anonymously on the agency’s strengths and weaknesses. That 

section of the report reflected hostility toward Proctor, Varma and the IT division. In 

dozens of comments, Varma was accused of running her own fiefdom and not being 

responsive to the needs of the agency, and Proctor was criticized for displaying 

favoritism toward Varma and giving her unprecedented power at ODOT. 

 

Although Proctor had a copy of the report weeks before its formal presentation, it was not 

until the day the report was presented to him and disseminated to deputy directors in 

ODOT’s central and district offices that Proctor was alerted to the critical comments 

about himself and Varma. Chris Dietsch, the former director of Human Resources, said 

she received a frantic phone call from Proctor’s chief of staff that afternoon, informing 

her that Proctor was “livid” about the comments and was demanding that the report be 

recalled immediately. When she asked how she was to justify such an extraordinary 

action, Dietsch said Proctor’s chief of staff, Andrew Gall, simply told her to “come up 

with an excuse.” 
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Worried that she was about to be fired, Dietsch sent an email (Exhibit H), with Proctor 

and Gall copied, to all recipients of the report in which she said the report contained “an 

error of significant proportion” and was to be returned “ASAP.” The email also contained 

the following admonition: “Do not make copies of anything nor share the information 

contained therein with any one (sic) at this juncture until the corrections can be made.” 

 

Dietsch told us that the claim that the report had a significant data error was false and that 

she used it as a ruse because she felt pressured to retrieve all copies immediately or face 

Proctor’s wrath. Steve Wall, then-Deputy Director for Organizational Development, and 

Kelly Maynard, then-manager of ODOT’s Educational Assistance Program, confirmed 

that the excuse used to recall the report was false and was employed out of desperation to 

comply with Proctor’s order. 

 

Proctor denied being specifically upset by the comments about himself and Varma, 

saying he ordered the recall because he was shocked that the report included “unfiltered 

statements” and thought “we were exposing ourselves to liability.” He also described the 

survey as “highly flawed,” saying, “Statistically, it was not a valid survey.” Despite his 

criticisms of the survey today, however, Proctor did not document his concerns in any 

memos or letters at the time, nor did ODOT withhold any payments to The Leadership 

Factor. 

 

Gall had a different recollection of the recall. He said he considered the survey to be valid 

and even viewed the anonymous comments as an “opportunity for improvement,” but 

said the survey was too widely disseminated, allowing deputy directors of various 

divisions at ODOT headquarters to view the comments made by employees in all 

divisions. Gall agreed that the email recalling the report was inaccurate, describing it as 

“overstated.” 

 

Self disputed Proctor’s claim that the survey was flawed, saying that while Proctor may 

have been disappointed in the results, the director never told him that he thought the 

survey was poor or the results invalid. 
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Maynard said Self discussed the parameters of the survey with ODOT staff beforehand, 

including the fact that it would contain a section in which survey participants could 

comment anonymously about their superiors. She said The Leadership Factor’s report on 

District 12, which had been well-received by Proctor and other senior staff, also included 

an anonymous-comments section. 

 

Proctor claimed that Dietsch told him she did not read the report before its release, a 

claim Dietsch vehemently denied to us. Proctor also said the comments section was filled 

with pointless carping about individuals, and he recalled issuing the following order: “I 

said, ‘Go get them; I don’t care where they are, go get them.’ ” 

 

Dietsch and Maynard said most of the recipients were suspicious of the stated reason for 

the recall. The ensuing “drama,” Maynard said, spurred claims of a cover-up and 

prompted numerous sarcastic comments about Proctor and Varma. “My thought was put 

it (the report) out there, let the scandalousness die down and complete the task,” Maynard 

told us. Instead, she said, she was ordered to lock the reports in a cabinet and await 

further instructions. 

 

When the report was released a second time, several weeks later, it again included the 

anonymous-comments section, but the report was distributed to a narrower audience. 

Within central office, deputy directors in charge of individual divisions only received the 

comments made by employees in their divisions. The end result, according to Human 

Resources employees involved in the study, was that an initiative that had generated so 

much enthusiasm within ODOT less than a year earlier ran out of gas because it no longer 

had Proctor’s support. 

 

Regardless of the “real” reason for the recall, it is indisputable that the recall was based 

on a false premise. We also question Proctor’s assertion that the report was not a valid 

survey, given the fact that he permitted it to be re-released without “correcting” the 
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alleged flaws. Further, we question the expenditure of public money on a survey that was 

mismanaged and whose results were largely ignored. 

 

Accordingly, we find reasonable cause to believe a wrongful act occurred in this instance. 

 

 

Allegation 4:  Following Proctor’s resignation, an ODOT deputy director permitted 

Proctor to serve as a substitute speaker for him at a national transportation 

conference.  

 

In October 2006, Howard Wood, then ODOT’s deputy director of planning, agreed to be 

a speaker at the Transportation Research Board’s (“TRB”) annual conference in 

Washington, D.C. The topic of the speech Wood was to deliver on January 26, 2007, was 

“State’s Point of View on Financing Freight Intermodal Infrastructure,” a presentation on 

investing public transportation dollars in private facilities such as Ohio’s Rickenbacker 

Air National Guard Base. 

 

On the date of Wood’s speech, however, Wood remained seated in the gallery as Proctor 

was introduced as the substitute speaker. Proctor had resigned as ODOT director 

approximately two weeks earlier following the election of Governor Strickland. 

 

An audio recording of Proctor’s speech4 indicates that Wood is sitting in the audience, 

but the moderator says only that Wood “is not speaking today for some reasons that I 

won’t go into.” The moderator goes on to say that he, Proctor and Wood jointly agreed to 

the substitution, adding “if you want to know the details, we can get into it later.” 

 

In his interview with OIG, Wood said he asked Proctor to give the speech because he was 

scheduled to give a “contrarian viewpoint” of public investments in Rickenbacker and 

“didn’t feel comfortable representing the Strickland administration” because he didn’t 

                                                 
4 http://onlinepubs.trb.org/webmedia/trbweb/AM2007/281/wood/index.htm 
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know whether the new administration’s stance on such investments jibed with the 

position of the previous administration. Proctor recalled the discussion slightly 

differently, saying, “Howard came to me and said, ‘You know, when the administration 

changes, I don’t know if I’ll be here.’ ” Both men agree that the decision to substitute 

Proctor for Wood was made near the end of 2006, well before the conference. 

 

With Proctor gone and ODOT’s current director, James Beasley, and Chief of Staff Steve 

Campbell still not on board, the issue of the propriety of Wood’s conduct was brought to 

the attention of then-Acting Director Swearingen by Dietsch on February 16, 2007. Four 

days later, Campbell was hired. Campbell said Wood approached him shortly thereafter 

to address another rumor that was circulating – that Wood and Proctor were preparing to 

go into business together. 

 

Campbell said Wood assured him that the rumor was untrue. Campbell said he then asked 

Wood about Proctor’s substitution for him as speaker at the TRB conference. He said 

Wood told him he was uncomfortable speaking on behalf of the new administration. 

Campbell said he responded by telling Wood that he had used poor judgment by failing 

to clear the decision with his superiors and for failing to ask whether he should attend the 

conference at all if he wasn’t speaking. Wood’s travel expense report shows that ODOT 

paid $1,118 to send him to Washington, D.C. 

 

Although Wood’s actions do not rise to the level of wrongdoing because he plausibly 

argues that he would have attended the TRB conference even if he had not been asked to 

speak, we concur with Campbell’s assessment. Wood did use poor judgment. 

 

Accordingly, we do not find reasonable cause to believe a wrongful act or omission 

occurred in this instance. 
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IV. REVOLVING DOOR AND OTHER POST-EMPLOYMENT ISSUES 

 

By statute,5 the Deputy Director of DoIT is an unclassified employee who serves at the 

pleasure of the director. Despite the fact that Varma’s predecessor, Fuhrman, was 

unclassified, Proctor in 2000 designated Varma as a classified member of the Career 

Professional Service, making her immune to discipline or removal for reasons other than 

poor performance. Proctor designated no other employees at Varma’s level as being 

classified. 

 

On January 8, 2007, the day Proctor resigned, Governor Strickland appointed Keith 

Swearingen as acting director. One of Swearingen’s first actions that day was to 

determine that Proctor had misclassified Varma. He then asked Carol Nolan Drake, then 

Ohio’s Director of Administrative Services, to place the position of Data Systems 

Administrator in the unclassified service in accordance with state law. Drake did so on 

January 9, 2007, and Swearingen terminated Varma on the following day. 

 

Consistent with his prior pattern of conduct, Proctor weighed in on Varma’s behalf, 

phoning and emailing several former colleagues whom he suspected of conspiring to 

orchestrate Varma’s removal. They included Bob Campbell, a member of Governor 

Strickland’s transition team who had served as Proctor’s chief of staff. Campbell said 

Proctor railed at him that Varma was the top IT professional “in the state of Ohio and 

what you guys did is unconscionable.” 

 

On January 18, 2007, Varma appealed her dismissal to the SPBR, arguing that she had 

been improperly reclassified and had properly been designated by Proctor as a classified 

                                                 

5
 Section 5501.04 of the Ohio Revised Code states: “The following divisions are hereby established in the 

department of transportation: . . . (E) The division of information technology . . . Each division shall be 
headed by a deputy director, whose title shall be designated by the director, and shall include those other 
officers and employees as may be necessary to carry out the work of the division. The director shall appoint 
the deputy director of each division, who shall be in the unclassified civil service of the state and shall 
serve at the pleasure of the director. . . .” 
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member of the Career Professional Service. Varma asked the SPBR to reinstate her and 

to award back pay and benefits. The SPBR scheduled a status conference on the case for 

April 25, 2007, which was attended by both Varma and Proctor. Varma was not 

represented by legal counsel. 

 

Post-employment restrictions pertaining to public employees are addressed in the 

“Revolving Door” prohibition of the Ohio Ethics Law,6 which forbids a public employee 

from representing any person, before any public agency, in a matter in which he 

personally participated while in office. Prior opinions by the Ohio Ethics Commission 

make it clear that the restriction applies “regardless of whether the official is paid to 

represent the person.” They also define representation as occurring “when the official 

makes any kind of formal or informal appearance before, or has any kind of written or 

oral communication with, any public agency on behalf of that person.”7 

 

Both Proctor and Varma contended in their interviews that Proctor, who is not a lawyer, 

did not “represent” his former IT director before the SPBR. Nevertheless, Proctor and his 

lawyer did concede that Proctor attended and spoke on Varma’s behalf because they said 

Varma needed to have someone present who could discuss her status as a career 

professional and she couldn’t rely on ODOT’s Human Resources Department because 

personnel there had assisted in her dismissal. Varma said much the same, adding that she 

requested Proctor’s presence. Varma also acknowledged to us that Proctor later reviewed 

and “may have provided some facts” for an eight-page brief that she filed with the SPBR 

on May 23, 2007. 

 

Regardless of Proctor’s and Varma’s characterization of, and justification for, Proctor’s 

participation in the April 25, 2007, SPBR proceeding, Proctor’s actions appear to violate 

                                                 
6 Section 102.03(A)(1) of the Ohio Revised Code states: “No present or former public official or employee 
shall, during public employment or service or for twelve months thereafter, represent a client or act in a 
representative capacity for any person on any matter in which the public official or employee personally 
participated as a public official or employee through decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, the 
rendering of advice, investigation, or other substantial exercise of administrative discretion.” 
7 http://www.ethics.ohio.gov/EducationandPublicInfo_IS5_RevDoorPostEmp.html 
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Ohio’s Revolving Door statute. Consequently, we are referring this matter to the 

Columbus City Prosecutor’s Office and the Ohio Ethics Commission. 

 

We also reviewed the post-employment disclosure statement8 that Varma filed with the 

Joint Legislative Ethics Committee (“JLEC”) after leaving ODOT. In it, Varma attested 

that she would not receive income from any entity that was awarded state contracts 

totaling $100,000 or more within the two years preceding her employment at ODOT. In 

fact, she signed a transportation consulting contract in 2007 with Cambridge Systematics 

Inc., a transportation consulting firm that did nearly $350,000 in business with ODOT in 

2005 and 2006 ($169,432 in 2005 and $180,000 in 2006). As a consequence, we are 

referring this matter to JLEC and the Ohio Ethics Commission. 

 

Proctor currently has a $300,000 consulting contract with the Transportation Research 

Board to perform a national freight-transportation study. Both Varma and Cambridge are 

subcontractors on the project. In his contract proposal, Proctor asserted that his “fact-

based and customer-focused style of management led to the Ohio DOT receiving the 

coveted Tier IV award from the Ohio Partnership for Excellence.” While it is true that 

one of ODOT’s 12 district offices won such an award, the Tier IV notice is the agency-

wide award that Proctor sought and failed to obtain when he commissioned the ill-fated 

Employee Satisfaction Survey. 

 

 

V. OTHER ISSUES 

 

While reviewing records pertaining to Varma’s employment, we received an allegation 

that Varma had collected state unemployment compensation benefits while working for 

Cambridge Systematics. 

 

                                                 
8 See “Post Employment Disclosures Filed 2005-Present” at http://www.jlec-olig.state.oh.us/ 
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Following her dismissal by ODOT, Varma filed for unemployment compensation and 

began collecting benefits of $355 a week, effective April 24, 2007. She continued to 

collect benefits, continuously, until June 16, 2007. 

 

Bank records obtained by OIG under subpoena show that Varma cashed a Cambridge 

check, dated April 27, 2007, for $8,950. She also cashed a second Cambridge check, 

dated June 22, 2007, for $11,300 and made payable to “Ra-Lux Corporation ATTN: 

Shobna Varma.” Varma is the president and CEO of Ra-Lux, which was incorporated in 

Ohio on May 1, 2007. 

 

Varma insisted to us that an unidentified state unemployment compensation specialist 

told her by phone that she could continue to collect unemployment as long as her 

business income was “secondary income” and not her “primary source of income.” We 

determined that there is no such provision. 

 

Following the interview, Varma’s attorney submitted records to OIG indicating that 

Varma signed a consulting agreement with Cambridge on March 9, 2007. The agreement, 

beginning March 10, 2007, and ending April 30, 2007, required Varma to write a “white 

paper” on business strategies Cambridge might pursue to help improve IT operations at 

state transportation agencies. The agreement indicates that Varma was to be compensated 

at a rate of $200 an hour with no ceiling. 

 

Billing records provided to us by Varma’s attorney were incomplete and so we have 

referred this matter to the Ohio Department of Job & Family Services’ Benefit Payment 

Control Section for further investigation. 

 

We also investigated several other allegations of wrongdoing that we determined to be 

either unfounded or unverifiable. They include claims that Varma steered business to 

DLZ, a major ODOT vendor that employed her husband; that Varma authorized the 

payment of a finder’s fee to an ODOT vendor for assisting in the hire of an assistant IT 

director; that Varma was involved in a real estate venture with an IT consultant whom 
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she had hired; and that Varma was treated unprofessionally by ODOT personnel on the 

day she was fired. We found no evidence to support any of these allegations, nor were we 

able to verify several other minor claims of wrongdoing. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

As the director of ODOT, Proctor had the authority to choose his own IT director and to 

essentially run the agency as he saw fit. In that vein, we do not quarrel with his decision 

to choose Varma over Rutherford, nor do we fail to acknowledge Proctor’s many 

contributions to the improvement of Ohio’s transportation system, including bridge and 

pavement upgrades, the construction of new rest areas and a reduction of ODOT staff 

from 7,800 employees to about 6,000 employees today. 

 

But the evidence in this case is overwhelming that Proctor consistently displayed 

favoritism toward Varma, a longtime friend with whom he still works today, after 

promoting her from bargaining unit systems analyst to Director of Information 

Technology at one of the state’s largest agencies. And in the ensuing years, Proctor 

overtly and tacitly supported Varma in her many conflicts with ODOT’s Human 

Resources and Finance divisions, as well as in her confrontations with other senior 

managers. 

 

Varma’s firing in January 2007 was celebrated throughout the agency. Varma told us that 

she recalls seeing ODOT Finance Department employees who appeared to be cheering as 

she stood outside ODOT’s headquarters after being escorted from the building. Former 

Chief of Staff Bob Campbell went so far as to compare the elation at ODOT that day to 

“the fall of Communism.” A party celebrating Varma’s firing was held that evening at a 

popular Columbus brewery. 

 

While these actions are regrettable, the enmity toward Varma was nurtured by what was 

widely perceived at ODOT as Proctor’s unwavering loyalty to Varma in her frequent 
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disputes with colleagues. Some left the agency after clashing with her and getting no 

support from Proctor; others who ran afoul of Varma simply saw their relationships with 

Proctor sour and their influence with the director wane. 

 

Both Proctor and Varma denied during our interviews that Varma was accorded any 

special status or privileges, saying they were wholly fixated on attaining organizational 

excellence. Varma repeatedly told us that she was unaware of her colleagues’ hostility 

and was simply focused on delivering “solutions” for ODOT. 

 

Proctor’s actions indicate otherwise. The evidence shows that he ignored the work of two 

selection committees by selecting Varma over higher-rated candidates; disregarded 

recommendations and legal advice pertaining to her pay grade and employment status; 

recalled an Employee Satisfaction Survey after discovering that it contained embarrassing 

comments about himself and Varma; and then risked his reputation by attending a State 

Personnel Board of Review hearing on Varma’s behalf in apparent violation of Ohio’s 

Revolving Door statute. 

 

 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Due to the fact that both Proctor and Varma have left ODOT and all of the allegations 

addressed in this report pertain to the previous administration, we are making no 

recommendations to the current administration. 
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